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SCAN FOR MANUAL

STAS railclip 
RD40100
(metal, 3 per m1)

STAS rail 
connector 
RD40200
(metal)

STAS plug 
SR50700

Parts

STAS screw 
torx
SR30600

STAS papergrip
PG15005 50 cm white textured
PG15010 100 cm white textured
PG15015 150 cm white textured
PG15020 200 cm white textured 

PG10105 50 cm white
PG10110 100 cm white
PG10115 150 cm white
PG10120 200 cm white

  dimensions 13,3 x 45 mm
  length 50, 100, 150 or 200 cm
   rail: aluminium with powder coating, inside strip: 

polyurethane foam core and polyethylene coating layer
 white, white textured, black textured or alu textured 
   standard with railclips (3 per metre) optional with magnetic 

tape or double-sided tape
   5 years warranty

STAS papergrip is one rail with two applications. Thanks to a handy internal 
strip, papers can be easily clipped into the rail or removed. In addition, cards 
(etc.) can be placed in the special ledge on top of the rail.

STAS papergrip is suitable for thick and thin paper and it can even grab hold of thin 
magazines and laminated paper. Separate rail pieces can be connected to create a 
hanging system spanning the entire wall.

Optional: click specially designed STAS papergrip hooks onto the rail to hang up 
additional small items, like keys, or for example a STAS magnet set 2-in-1. 
A STAS papergrip hook has a weight capacity of 3 kg.

STAS papergrip
twice as handy

STAS papergrip end 
cap 
PG90001 white
PG90003 alu
PG90002 black

STAS papergrip hook 
HA40410 white
HA40412 alu
HA40411 black

PG30105 50 cm alu textured
PG30110 100 cm alu textured
PG30115 150 cm alu textured 
PG30120 200 cm alu textured

PG20105 50 cm black textured
PG20110 100 cm black textured 
PG20115 150 cm black textured
PG20120 200 cm black textured
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STAS picture hanging systems 
28 Town Forest Rd, Unit B | Webster, MA 01570 | USA 

T +(888) 312 69 71 | info@picturehangingsystems.com | www.picturehangingsystems.com 

Important note regarding warranty and liability
Products of STAS must be installed and used only in strict accordance with the latest version of the STAS picture 
hanging systems installation guide, available for download at www.stasgroup.com. It is the responsibility of the 
installer to select the correct fasteners for the particular installation. Improper installation, misuse, misapplication 
or otherwise failing to completely follow seller’s instructions and warnings may cause product malfunction, property 
damage or personal injury.

STAS products TÜV certified
STAS strives day after day for products of the highest quality. To guarantee the quality and 
independence of products, STAS has commissioned TÜV Netherlands for the testing of its 
products. TÜV Netherlands is an independent and recognized body that assesses the quality 
of products according to a set standard and has extensive experience in the field of product 
safety and product inspections. Under the direction of TÜV, a large part of our range of 
products has been tested for quality and correctness of the specified features. All products 
where the TÜV logo is shown, have actually been tested by TÜV Netherlands and approved 
for the capacity that is stated in the features of that product.




